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1 Introduction

Reduplication is common, but analogous processes which reverse or otherwise permute the order of
segments or syllables are rare, even in language games. This is true even though reversal involves nested
dependencies and so is less complex on the Chomsky Hierarchy than reduplication, which involves crossed
dependencies (i.e., context-free vs. context-sensitive).

We hypothesize that the explanation is as follows. Phonological learning and processing rely on
phonological short-term memory, which stores items in temporal sequence. Repetitions can be recognized
when they match and reactivate a stored trace in short-term memory. Recognizing a reversal, on the other
hand, requires effortfully and time-consumingly rearranging the input in working memory before attempting
to match it to the stored trace. Repetitions can thus be recognized, and repetition patterns learned, implicitly,
whereas reversals require explicit, conscious awareness on the part of the learner. The extra difficulty of
reversals makes them harder to learn and so typologically rarer. In addition, the need for explicit effort (we
hypothesize) makes reversal incompatible with natural language, but allows some reversal in language games.

This paper presents two experiments to test these hypotheses, within a larger research program into the
relation between phonological and non-phonological learning, memory, and cognition.

1.1 Detecting symmetries Reduplication and reversal create symmetric outputs. A stimulus is
symmetric with respect to a transformation if the transformation does not change the stimulus. The
reduplicated string abcabc is symmetric with respect to the transformation that exchanges the two halves of
the string, and the “reverplicated” string abccba is symmetric with respect to the transformation that mirror-
reverses the string.

Humans do not treat all symmetries alike. A few can be detected rapidly and with little effort, while the
rest require conscious manipulation using working memory. A well-studied example occurs with static visual
images (reviewed in Wagemans 1995; Treder 2010; van der Helm 2015): Reflectional symmetry around a
vertical axis (as in the letters A, T, Y) is detected faster and more accurately than reflectional symmetry around
any other axis (e.g., B, E, K), rotational symmetry (e.g., S, Z), or repetition in space. Bilateral symmetry
is detected early and automatically, before eye movements can be programmed and executed, and locally-
symmetric regions attract fixations (Kootstra et al., 2011). Increasing figure complexity slows judgements of
repetition symmetry (e.g., [[) much more than those of mirror symmetry (e.g., []; Baylis & Driver 1994.

In auditory perception, with reflections and translations in time rather than space, the opposite occurs:
Repetitions of musical phrases like ADCB ADCB are detected more accurately than reversals like
ADCB BCDA (Krumhansl et al., 1987; Schulze et al., 2012; Schulze & Tillmann, 2013). Detecting musical
palindromes is difficult even for trained musicians (Dowling, 1972; Balch, 1981; Dienes & Longuet-Higgins,
2004; Mongoven & Carbon, 2017; Petrović et al., 2017), whereas repetitions are ubiquitous (there is even
standard musical notation for them, e.g., the repeat signs |: and :|, the verbal directions da capo and dal segno,
and the measure-repeat sign �. The leading account of this difference is that repetition can be detected when
the memory trace of the first presentation is matched and automatically reactivated by the second presentation,
whereas detecting a reversal requires mentally rearranging one or the other (Dowling, 1972; Schulze et al.,
2012; Li et al., 2013).
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This view is supported by independent evidence for automatic, effortless matching of auditory stimuli to
memory traces. Auditory word recognition (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Norris & McQueen, 2008) and melody
recognition (Dalla Bella et al., 2003) involve matching a stimulus to a trace in long-term memory. The
electro- or magnetoencephalographic auditory mismatch negativity (MMN) is observed when repetitions of
one stimulus, the “standard”, are followed by a different stimulus, the “deviant”, even when the stimuli are
not attended. A mechanism based on short-term memory must automatically detect both the repetitions that
establish the standard, and the non-repetition that distinguishes the deviant (Näätänen et al., 2007). The
MMN has been observed for a range of auditory stimuli, including music and speech. For speech stimuli,
the relevant level of representation is phonological rather than phonetic or auditory, as the MMN is more
sensitive to contrastive than to subphonemic acoustic differences (Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997; Näätänen et al.,
1997).

Evidence that reordering auditory stimuli is effortful comes from a variety of sources. A large body of
work on list recall, reviewed in Hurlstone et al. 2014 and Donolato et al. 2017, shows that word lists presented
by ear, unlike those presented by eye, are easier to recall forwards than backwards. Recall-memory spans
are longer for sequences of digits, of tones, and of pseudowords in forward than in backward order (Benassi-
Werke et al., 2012). Recalling a word list in the order in which it was presented is also easier than recalling it
in a sorted order (Metcalfe & Sharpe, 1985). Mentally reversing a familiar melody recruits brain regions not
involved in simply listening to it (Zatorre et al., 2010).

Assuming syllables within a wordlike stimulus are processed similarly to the notes within a melody or
words within a list, we can expect a repetition within a pseudoword to be easier to detect than an internal
reversal or any other rearrangement.

1.2 Explicit and implicit processes Participants in phonological-learning (“artificial-language”) exper-
iments do not all use the same learning algorithm. Analysis of post-experiment debriefing questionnaires and
individual learning curves shows that some rely on intuition; others search for an explicit rule, with varying
results; others memorize individual stimuli; and still others use a combination of these approaches (Kimper
2016; Moreton & Pertsova 2016; Moreton & Pertsova, submitted). Implicit and explicit learning are not
mutually exclusive, and may even facilitate each other by allowing either system to learn from the other
(Ellis, 2005; Sun et al., 2007).

If repetition detection is automatic and effortless, whereas reversal detection requires conscious
manipulation of the stimulus, it follows straightforwardly that a participants’ performance on a reversal task,
but not necessarily on a repetition task, ought to depend on their use of explicit reasoning.

Since natural language appears to be learned and processed mainly implicitly in first-language and
proficient second-language speakers (Ellis, 2005), the conscious effort required to process reversal may also
explain why repetition is common, and reversal very rare, in natural language (Inkelas & Downing, 2015).
It would also explain why reversal is more common, but still rare, in consciously-created cultural products
such as music (Dowling, 1972; Kempf, 1996) and language games (Cowan et al., 1985; Bagemihl, 1989; Gil,
1996) than in natural language, and why cultural products which do rely on permutation of speech sounds,
such as language games and anagrams, derive their amusement value precisely from their difficulty.

2 Experiment 1: Discovering reduplication and reversal

The first experiment compared inductive learning of a partial reduplication pattern with that of a syllable-
order-reversing analogue to test two hypotheses: H1: Repetition will be easier to learn than reversal,
regardless of whether learning is explicit or implicit (since both learning modes depend on phonological
memory). H2: Reversal can only be learned explicitly (by using working memory to re-order the syllables).

2.1 Procedure Participants were recruited online, using the Prolific Academic platform (www.prolific.co),
and randomly assigned to Red(uplication) or Rev(ersal) pattern groups. They were told that they would hear
“words”, some of which fit a pattern and some of which did not, and that their task was to learn to distinguish
between conforming and non-conforming “words”. On each of 50 trials, a seven-syllable pseudoword was
presented, of the form abcd . The syllables “ ” were abc in conforming Red words, or cba in conforming
Rev words (Figure 1). The conforming Red words thus simulated nonlocal reduplication in natural languages
(Riggle, 2004). The non-participating syllable d was there to avoid a conspicuous cc sequence in Rev-
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conforming stimuli. For the purposes of Hypotheses H1 and H2, it did not matter whether a participant
treated the first four or the last four syllables as the “base”, or even whether they distinguished a base at all.

Reduplication Reversal
ko li ve su ko li ve ko li ve su ve li ko
a b c d a b c a b c d c b a

Figure 1: Stimulus structure for the Red(uplication) and Rev(ersal) conditions of Experiments 1 and 2.

On each trial, either a conforming stimulus or a non-conforming foil was presented. Participants would
ideally make their response by deciding whether the stimulus conformed to the target pattern. However, they
might, in reality, learn instead to recognize the schema used to generate the foils, in which case the experiment
would no longer address the hypotheses. To minimize the chances that that would happen, the following steps
were taken. The task was framed as learning to recognize conforming stimuli, an instruction which is known
to promote a focus on the target pattern rather than on its complement (Gottwald, 1971; Peters & Denny,
1971). The foils were made by randomly transposing either Syllables 5 and 6, or else Syllables 6 and 7, from
their conforming order, thus changing the smallest possible number of precedence relations and making the
non-conformity as subtle as possible. Each participant thus experienced two different foil schemas. That
made foils a less-homogeneous class than conforming stimuli, hence “ground” rather than “figure”, and
forestalling any foil-detection strategy that focused on one specific position in each half of the stimulus (e.g.,
comparing Syllables 1 and 7), avoiding a problem noted by Li et al. (2013). Each syllable had the structure
CV , where C was one of [p t k b d g f s S v z Z], and V one of [i e u o], making it phonotactically legal in
English. The abcd sequences were sampled from the same distribution in both Red and Rev conditions,
independently for each participant. Twenty-five conforming and 25 non-conforming stimuli were randomly
generated for each participant. Stimuli were synthesized using Tacotron 2 (Shen et al. 2018, fine-tuned by
Adam Aji),

All participants were told, using written instructions, that the experiment was “about discovering patterns
in the sounds of words”. They were instructed that “[a]t first you’ll just be guessing, but if you pay attention
to the nonsense words (especially, how they sound), you’ll be able to figure out what the pattern is and get it
right every time”.

After hearing a stimulus once, the participant judged whether the word fit the pattern (“Did that word
sound like it followed the secret pattern? Yes/No”), received feedback (“Correct”/“Incorrect”, displayed
for 1.5 s), and proceeded to the next stimulus. When all 50 trials were over, each participant completed a
debriefing questionnaire, based on that used in Moreton and Pertsova (2016; submitted), which (inter alia)
invited them to state an explicit rule.

Questionnaire responses were coded by two independent coders, using criteria based on those in Moreton
& Pertsova 2020. Disagreements were resolved by a third independent coder. Cohen’s κ statistic for inter-
rater reliability, shown in Table 1, was always 0.63 or greater, considered satisfactory by convention (Munoz
& Bangdiwala, 1997; McHugh, 2012). Of 100 participants, 2 were excluded for taking notes, and 4 for
interruption (at least one response time > 60 seconds), leaving 46 Red and 48 Rev.

Exp. 1 Exp. 2
Variable N disagreements κ N disagreements κ
Stated rule 100 16 0.679 104 16 0.696
Rule type (Red/Rev/other) 38 7 0.711 42 10 0.651
Stated correct rule 38 5 0.737 42 8 0.606
Focused on which word part 100 19 0.741 104 15 0.788
Compared first and last syllable 100 7 0.630 104 7 0.737
Took written notes 100 1 0.662 104 0 1

Table 1: Cohen’s κ for inter-rater reliability in scoring the post-experiment questionnaire.
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2.2 Results

2.2.1 Self-reported strategy and insight into pattern structure Does the target pattern affect self-
reported strategy? E.g., it could be that everyone tries rule-seeking first, and the Red group succeeds at that
while the Rev group fails, so only the Rev group goes on to use memorization or intuition. It turned out,
though, that in fact there were essentially no differences between the two groups in self-reported approach.

One part of the questionnaire offered check boxes (i.e., non-mutually-exclusive options) for self-reported
strategy. Responses are shown in Table 2. Nearly everyone reported rule-seeking; about half reported using
intuition; and about a third reported trying to memorize individual stimuli. The target pattern did not make
any discernable difference in self-reported strategy.

sought rule intuition memorized
Red Rev Red Rev Red Rev

FALSE 3 7 20 25 37 38
TRUE 43 41 26 23 9 10

Rule statement Red Rev
correct rule 14 7
incorrect rule 12 8
no rule 20 33

Table 2: Self-reported learning strategies and experimenter-scored rule accuracy, Experiment 1.

The free-response questions were coded for rule-stating and rule correctness as described in the previous
section. The rate of rule-stating was significantly higher in the Red condition than in the Rev condition
(p = 0.02163 by Fisher’s Exact Test, two-sided). Among those who did state a rule, there was no significant
difference in rule correctness between the two conditions (p = 0.7513 by Fisher’s Exact Test, two-sided).
Thus, although participants in both conditions sought rules at about the same rate, rule-seeking led to correct
rule-stating more often in the Red condition than the Rev condition, supporting the hypothesis that the Red
rule is easier to learn explicitly than the Rev rule (1).That could be because the explicit system is better at
finding the Red rule than the Rev rule by itself. Alternatively, it could be that the implicit system succeeds
better in the Red condition than the Rev condition, and then facilitates the explicit system’s rule search (Ellis,
2005; Sun et al., 2007).

2.2.2 Classification accuracy The explicit/implicit distinction was operationalized as stating vs. not
stating the correct rule (i.e., stating an incorrect rule or, more often, no rule; Table 2). The left panel of Figure
2 compares those who stated the correct rule (dashed) vs. those who did not (solid) in the Red (red) and
Rev (blue) conditions. The curves show an 11-trial moving-average window, with 95% bootstrap confidence
intervals. Within each Pattern group, the Correct Staters outperformed the others, and the Red Correct Staters
outperformed the rest starting very early.

A mixed-effects logistic-regression model was fit using the glmer function from R’s lme4 package (Bates
et al., 2015), with Response as the dependent variable, based on 4700 observations from 94 valid participants.
The fixed predictors were Pattern, Stated Correct Rule, Stimulus Conformity (1 if the stimulus on that trial
was pattern-conforming, 0 if not), and trial number, plus all possible two-, three-, and four-way interactions,
plus by-participant random intercept and random slopes for Stimulus Conformity and trial number. The
hypotheses were tested as planned comparisons with the glht function in the multcomp package in R (Hothorn
et al., 2008), using the coefficient for Stimulus Conformity at the last trial in each condition as the measure of
learning.

H1 predicted that within the Correct Staters, and again within the Not-Correct-Staters, Red would
outperform Rev. Both predictions were supported (βRed Correct Staters − βRev Correct Staters = 1.65, p = 0.0047;
βRed Not-Correct-Staters − βRev Not-Correct-Staters = 0.99, p = 0.00524).

H2 predicted that within the Rev group, the Not-Correct-Staters would be at chance. This (null)
hypothesis was not rejected: βRev Not-Correct-Staters = −0.047, 95% z CI = [−0.46, 0.37]. The Rev Correct
Staters’ estimate was βRev Not-Correct-Staters = 1.59, 95% z CI = [0.53, 2.65]. I.e., the Rev pattern was learned
at best feebly by the Not-Correct-Staters, but it was learned better by the Correct Staters.

2.2.3 Reaction times According to the memory-based hypothesis underlying this experiment, distin-
guishing Red-positive from Red-negative stimuli can be done by simply checking whether the memory trace
of the first part of the stimulus is or is not reactivated by the second part, whereas to distinguish Rev-positive
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from Rev-negative, some part of the stimulus must be effortfully permuted in working memory by someone
who is aware of what they are doing, i.e., by a Correct Stater. Permutation takes time; hence, for Rev Correct
Staters, proportion correct should be positively correlated with reaction time.
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Figure 2: Proportion correct in Experiments 1 (left panel) and 2 (right panel) as a function of trial number, by
Pattern (Reduplication vs. Reversal) and Correct Stater (true vs. false). The curve plots the moving average
of points in a window of radius 5 trials. Confidence bands are 95% bootstrap intervals made by resampling
participants. Labels at right give the number of participants in each of the four groups. The overlapping
numbers in the right-hand panel are 20 Red and 12 Rev.
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Figure 3: Relation between modelled final proportion correct and modelled final log RT, Experiment 1. Blue
dots correspond to Rev participants, and red circles to Red participants. Marginal distributions are plotted
with crosses.

For each participant, the response model described in the previous section was used to predict proportion
correct on the last trial for a hypothetical positive and negative stimulus (i.e., regardless of whether that
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participant’s actual last trial was positive or negative, the model was used to predict proportion correct
both ways), and then the two were averaged together to yield a “modelled final proportion correct” for that
participant. An analogous model with the same predictors was fit in the same way to predict log-transformed
response time (RT), except that the (usually extra-slow) very first trial was omitted from the data, and trial
number was log-transformed to improve linearity (the “power law of practice”, (Newell & Rosenbloom,
1981)). A “modelled final log RT” was computed by averaging together the predicted log RTs for a positive
and a negative last stimulus. The results are scatter-plotted in Figure 3.

The strong correlation between final proportion correct and final log RT in the Rev Correct Staters, and
only in the Rev Correct Staters, is apparent. A linear model was fit to the Correct Staters’ data using R’s lm
function, with log RT as the response variable (Table 3). Pattern (Red = 0 vs. Rev = 1) and final modelled
proportion correct were predictors. Proportion correct was centered by subtracting the overall mean across
participants using R’s scale function.

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> |t|)
(Intercept) 6.6517 0.1600 41.563 < 2e− 16 ***
PrCorr −1.2001 1.7078 −0.703 0.4917
Rev 0.8320 0.3033 2.743 0.0139 *
PrCorr:Rev 6.5263 2.3974 2.722 0.0145 *

Table 3: Linear model for participants’ modelled final log RT as a function of Pattern (Red vs. Rev) and final
modelled proportion correct.

Log RT for the Red Correct Staters had no significant relation to PrCorr. Log RT for the Rev Correct
Staters was significantly slower than for the Red Correct staters and was strongly correlated with PrCorr, as
predicted. An analogous model, fit to the Non-(Correct Staters)’ data, found no significant effects of any sort
beyond the intercept, although there was a marginally-signficant negative PrCorr term.

2.3 Local discussion The picture that emerges from the results of Experiment 1 is that the Reversal
pattern is more difficult than the Reduplication pattern and demands explicit computation. Naı̈ve learners’
classification accuracy improved faster when trained on a reduplication pattern than when trained on one that
reverses syllable order. This was true whether or not the learners explicitly stated the correct pattern at the
end of the experiment when asked to do so. Final classification accuracy was significantly above chance in
the Reduplication group whether they stated the correct pattern or not, but in the Reversal group, only the
subgroup who correctly stated the pattern performed above chance on classification. In the Reversal-Correct
Staters subgroup, and only in that subgroup, better classification performance at the end of the experiment
was associated with longer reaction times, suggesting effortful, non-automatic processing of the Rev pattern.

3 Experiment 2: Recognizing repetition and reduplication

Participants in Experiment 1 had to both induce the pattern from, and apply it to, the training stimuli.
It therefore does not distinguish between three possibilities: that the Rev pattern was harder to induce; that,
once induced, it was harder to apply; or that it was harder to induce because it was harder to apply. This
last possibility could arise, for instance, in an explicit hypothesis-testing learner, if difficulty in applying the
reversal pattern caused difficulty in evaluating the evidence in favor of the reversal hypothesis. Experiment 2
eliminated the learning step by telling participants in advance what the pattern was, in order to test analogues
of H1 and H2:

H1′: Repetition will be easier to recognize than reversal, regardless of whether processing is explicit or
implicit (since both processing modes depend on phonological memory).

H2′: Reversal can only be recognized explicitly (by using working memory to re-order the syllables).

3.1 Procedure The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, except that participants in the Red
condition were told that they had been assigned to the repetition pattern and that the first three syllables in
each word that conformed to the pattern would be repeated at the word’s end. Those in the Rev condition were
told that they had been assigned to the reversal pattern and that words that conformed to that pattern would
have their first three syllables “repeating at the end [of the word] in the reverse order.” Participants in both
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conditions were given color-coded examples of both a pattern-conforming and pattern-non-conforming word
(e.g. baritodatoriba and baritodatobari in the Rev condition, respectively.) The questionnaire was adapted
slightly from the one used in the first experiment, to take out any explicit references to “learning” or “finding a
pattern”, since participants were given the pattern at the beginning of the experiment. Questionnare responses
were coded by the same coders, and using the same written scoring guide, as in Experiment 1. Cohen’s κ was
at least 0.606, as shown in Table 1. 104 people completed the experiment. 2 were excluded for taking notes,
and 4 for interruption (had at least one RT > 60 seconds), leaving 48 Red and 50 Rev.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Self-reported strategy and insight into pattern structure In Experiment 1, nearly everyone
reported rule-seeking; in Experiment 2, hardly anyone did (Table 4) — presumably because, having been
told the rule in advance, they did not need to seek one. A third of Red and a half of Rev participants
reported using intuition, but the difference between the two conditions was not significant by Fisher’s exact
test (p = 0.1058). And a large majority of both groups reported memorizing stimuli (which is useless as a
strategy, since each stimulus was only played once), again the opposite of Experiment 1. It could be that,
with rule-seeking not an option, participants used the freed-up resources to memorize stimuli.

sought rule intuition memorized
Red Rev Red Rev Red Rev

FALSE 48 48 32 25 8 9
TRUE 0 2 16 25 40 41

Rule statement Red Rev
correct rule 20 12
incorrect rule 4 11
no rule 24 27

Table 4: Self-reported learning strategies and experimenter-scored rule accuracy, Experiment 2.

Despite having been told the rule in advance, at the end of the experiment slightly more than half of the
participants either stated it wrong or did not state a rule at all (Table 4). The Stating rate was nearly identical
in the two conditions. However, the rate of Correct Stating among Staters was significantly lower in the Rev
than the Red condition (p = 0.03048 by Fisher’s exact test). That could be either because people in the Rev
condition forgot the rule they were supposed to be following (perhaps because it was a hard rule to follow),
or because for some reason the Rev rule is verbally harder than the Red one to formulate to the satisfaction of
the scorers. Thus, the overall rate of Correct Stating was lower in the Rev than the Red condition. (The same
was true in Experiment 1. There, the Stating rate was lower in the Rev condition, but the Correct Stating rate
among Staters did not differ between Red and Rev.)

3.2.2 Classification accuracy Despite being told the rule in advance and receiving right/wrong
feedback after every response, no participant group reached 100% correct performance (right panel of Figure
2). Red Correct Staters were about 75% correct throughout, while Rev Correct Staters started at about 55–
60% correct and ultimately converged with the Red Correct Staters. This convergence is consistent with the
hypothesis that the Red pattern is inherently easier to recognize, that recognizing the Rev pattern requires
effort and so improves with practice, and that processing difficulty contributed to the differences between
Red and Rev Correct Staters in Experiment 1.

What the Non-Correct-Staters may be doing is unclear — they seem to have forgotten the instructions
— but those in the Red condition start off in the 55–60% correct range and converge with the Red and
Rev Correct Staters by the end, whereas those in the Rev condition, like the Rev Non-Correct-Staters in
Experiment 1, never surpass the 55% mark. This, again, makes it appear that the Red pattern can be learned
implicitly, while the Rev pattern cannot.

The same mixed-effects logistic-regression model was fit as in the analysis of Experiment 1, based on
4900 observations from 98 valid participants. H1′ predicted that within the Correct Staters, and again within
the Not-Correct-Staters, Red would outperform Rev by the end of the experiment. This prediction was
only half confirmed. Among Correct Staters, the pattern type made no significant difference; among Non-
Correct-Staters, however, those in the Red condition significantly outperformed those in the Rev condition
(βRed Correct Staters − βRev Correct Staters = 0.56, p = 0.62; βRed Not-Correct-Staters − βRev Not-Correct-Staters = 1.83,
p < 0.001). H2′ predicted that within the Rev group, the Not-Correct-Staters would be at chance. This (null)
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hypothesis was not rejected: βRev Not-Correct-Staters = 0.23, 95% z CI = [−0.18, 0.64]. The Rev Correct Staters’
estimate was βRev Not-Correct-Staters = 1.21, 95% z CI = [0.96, 1.95]. I.e., the Rev pattern was learned at best
feebly by the Not-Correct-Staters, but it was learned much better by the Correct Staters.

3.2.3 Reaction times Experiment 1 found that at the end of the experiment, proportion correct was
positively correlated with reaction time for Rev Correct Staters, but for no other subgroup. When the data
from Experiment 2 was plotted and analyzed the same way, the correlation persisted (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Relation between modelled final proportion correct and modelled final log RT, Experiment 2. Blue
dots and a solid line correspond to Rev participants, red circles and a dotted line to Red participants.

The same effect was found as in Experiment 1: In the Rev Correct Staters group, and only in that group,
at the end of the experiment, participants who were more accurate also had longer response times. A linear
model like that in Section 2.2.3 replicated those results (Table 5).

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> |t|)
(Intercept) 6.8301 0.1051 64.966 ¡ 2e-16 ***
PrCorr −2.5823 1.8089 −1.428 0.16448
Rev 0.4638 0.1796 2.583 0.01531 *
PrCorr:Rev 9.0196 2.8884 3.123 0.00414 **

Table 5: Linear model for participants’ modelled final log RT as a function of Pattern (Red vs. Rev) and final
modelled proportion correct.

3.3 Local discussion The main difference between the outcomes of the two experiments was that
among Correct Staters, final Red performance exceeded final Rev performance in Experiment 1, but not
in Experiment 2. All of the other effects found with naı̈ve learners in Experiment 1 were replicated with
informed participants in Experiment 2, suggesting that the Rev pattern is harder to induce, whether implicitly
or explicitly, in large part because it is harder to detect.

4 General discussion

Differences between within-word reduplication and reversal patterns in learning and detection per-
formance, and in their interaction with implicit versus explicit cognitive processes, can be derived from
general properties of auditory short-term memory established by studies of melodies and lists. This provides
another instance in which results from “artificial-language” experiments parallel those of analogous concept-
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formation experiments in other domains, including effects of abstract pattern structure (reviewed in Moreton
& Pater 2012; see also Moreton et al. 2017; Gerken et al. 2019), inter- vs. intra-dimensional dependencies
(Moreton, 2012), and implicit vs. explicit learning (Kimper 2016; Moreton & Pertsova 2016; submitted).
These parallels suggest that the cognitive processes underlying pattern learning are homogeneous across
domains, but heterogeneous within domains: Both implicit and explicit processes are available, within
phonology and outside it. (They also highlight the methodological benefit of incorporating participants’
self-reported approach into the analysis.)

4.1 The cognition-phonology interface Phonological theory in the rule-based and Optimality-Theory
traditions provides formal means for implementing repetition while banning reversal and other rearrange-
ments (Marantz, 1982; Downing & Inkelas, 2015). There is little formal motivation for this asymmetry
beyond simply fitting natural-language typology post hoc. 1

The results of the present experiments provide a motivation: Suppose that the cognitive substrate for
representations is phonological memory — long-term for the lexicon, short-term for surface representations,
variables, and other ephemera — and that automatic storage and matching in phonological memory preserves
temporal order, like a queue rather than a stack or other data structure (Section 1.1). Suppose further
that natural-language constraints are restricted to using cognitive operations which can be performed
automatically and unconsciously. Since constraints enjoining reversal and other reorderings do not meet
this criterion, as shown by Experiments 1 and 2, those constraints, and those patterns, are found only in
language games.

The memory-based proposal predicts a sharp difference between repetition on the one hand, and any kind
of rearrangement on the other — not just whole-string reversal, but also reversal of a fixed-length substring,
or jumbling syllables in a way that is not reversal. These differences are predicted to emerge in the lab, in
natural-language typology, and in the typology of consciously-created cultural products like language games.
The proposal additionally predicts analogous differences in analogous tasks in music and in other domains
which rely on time-ordered memory.

4.2 Repetition and reversal in Formal Language Theory In Formal Language Theory (FLT)
asymmetries that have to do with grammaticality or frequency of linguistic patterns can be explained in
terms of the complexity of formal grammars that are used to generate them. The Chomsky hierarchy is
an early hypothesis about a particular metric of grammar complexity (Chomsky, 1956). It predicts that
unbounded crossing long-distance dependencies (leading to repetition patterns A1A2A3B1B2B3) are more
complex than nested long-distance dependencies (leading to reversal-like patternsA1A2A3B3B2B1) because
the latter can be generated by context-free grammars, while the former require grammars of higher complexity
(context-sensitive) in the Chomsky hierarchy. This prediction contrasts with the natural language data,
particularly in phonology — as we’ve discussed, phonological reversals (as well as center-embedding for that
matter) are untattested, while reduplication is common. This paradox holds as long as reduplication really
involves unbounded crossing-dependencies at the level of phonological segments. An alternative view is that
unbounded reduplication is a morphological process happening at the word- or morpheme-level as proposed
in the theory of morphological doubling (Inkelas & Zoll, 2005; Inkelas, 2008). In this case, reduplication does
not present a problem for the Chomsky hierarchy since doubling at the morphological level does not involve
crossing dependencies, while phonological cases of reduplication are always bounded and can be handled
by regular grammars. However, any kind of evidence of whole-word reduplication that requires segmental
correspondence (e.g., reduplicate-specific phonology) present a challenge to the theory of morphological
doubling.

1 One possible theoretical motivation is the following: A constraint requiring a “reverplicant” to be in reverse order from
the base could not be a markedness constraint, because it must compare the base with the reverplicant, and could not be
a faithfulness constraint, because a fully-faithful copy wouldn’t satisfy it. If natural-language constraints must be one or
the other (“classical OT”, Alderete 2001; Moreton 2004; De Lacy 2011), and natural-language learning is implicit, that
would explain why reversal was only found explicitly in Experiments 1 and 2, and is found in language games but not in
natural language.

However, entire families of non-markedness, non-faithfulness constraints have been proposed, such as Alignment
(McCarthy & Prince, 1995), anti-faithfulness (Alderete, 2001), and *MAP (Zuraw, 2013). If they are admitted, there
seems to be no theoretical obstacle to a constraint enjoining reversal.
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If we accept that all reduplication, including whole-word reduplication, happens at the segmental level,
then what exactly are the bounds on this process in terms of formal complexity? This question has been
more extensively studied in syntax where instances of repetitions or copying are also ubiquitous. There are
still debates about what subclass of context-sensitive grammars are appropriate for capturing repetitions in
language (Stabler, 2004; Kobele, 2006; Kanazawa & Salvati, 2010; Clark & Yoshinaka, 2014). This debate
depends on getting answers to such empirical questions as: how much structure (beyond the string-identity)
can the copies have, do copies have to be exact, can copying be recursive, etc. The same questions have
to be answered for reduplication. Recently, a series of papers by Dolatian and Heinz have investigated the
typological space of reduplicative processes as well as the formal models of reduplication in the framework
of FLT. Dolatian & Heinz (2020) develop their own complexity hierarchy of subclasses of 2-way Finite
State Transducers (2-way FSTs) which they use to model the copying function. Finite State Transducers
describe functions or relations between two sets (while grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy describe sets).
Thus, claims about transducers are not directly comparable to claims about subclasses of context-sensitive
grammars, but in any case the goal of this research program is to find the most restricted subclass of formal
systems that can correctly account for all attested cases and rule out the unattested ones (with the caveat that
some of the over- and under-generation that is due to extra-linguistic factors will still remain). Dolatian and
Heinz’s hierarchy identifies several subclasses of functions for different types of reduplication. In particular,
they show that almost all cases of reduplication can be modeled with deterministic rotating 2-way FSTs (with
most cases falling within more restricted subclasses). Interestingly, the rotating 2-way FSTs rule out mirror-
images because of a restriction that the transducer cannot output anything while it is moving from right to left
(in the opposite direction of the input tape). This is one example of how an asymmetry between two patterns
can be accounted for by restricting the hypothesis space available to the learner in a very specific way. In
other words, if human learners can only learn a subclass of functions generated by rotating 2-way FSTs we
would predict that they should be able to learn repetitions, but not reversals.

An alternative explanation of the typological asymmetry between reversals and repetitions lies outside
the realm of grammatical competence. One precedent for this approach can be found in Pulman (1986) who
proposes a parser designed to explain why nested dependencies in syntax (like those in reversal) are hard to
process.2. Pullman’s parser is an attempt to implement an idea that “restrictions on available parsing memory,
and on our ability to operate properly when parsing recursive constructions” is what is responsible for the
difficulties with center-embedding structures of degree more than two levels of embedding. However, he
does not discuss whether his parser can handle crossed rather than nested dependencies [and I suspect that
it cannot]. Our proposal can be viewed as a first step towards developing a similar processing explanation.
This explanation rests on the assumption that auditory memory activation and retrieval proceed “forward”
implementing something like identity matching of a memory trace to another representation, rather than
“backward” by popping off stored representations off a stack. It is the same general feature of auditory
memory that we think is responsible for the prevalence of repetitions over reversals not just in language, but
in music. In non-auditory domains, however, it is possible that other mechanisms come into play, given what
we have said earlier about findings in the literature of visual symmetry.

There is yet another reason for why at least some types of reversals are unattested. This reason has to do
with the fact that reversing string order typically leads to violations of the grammatical constraints imposed
on the linear order of linguistic units such as phonotactic constraints in phonology, word-order constraints
in syntax, and possibly melodic constraints in music (Kempf, 1996). Nevertheless certain types of reversals
(e.g., of syllables) should be possible.
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